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reserved. Q: How to debug a simple Stream Writer
Error? I'm trying to debug an error in my Stream
Writer. The issue is that if I enter in debug mode,
the debugger jumps straight to the error, but I am
not able to debug it further because I don't know
where the issue is and I don't know how to get to
the stream writer line that calls the
StreamWriter.WriteLine(). Here's what the code
looks like: private StreamWriter logWriter; public
void Write(string str) { logWriter.WriteLine(str);
logWriter.Flush(); } A: Solve by adding a breakpoint
before logWriter.WriteLine(str);. Abstract Zagdolin,
that holds a constitutively high level of iron, was
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grown in Lendzian soil on Fe-deficient medium. Fe
deficiency stimulated zagdolin growth. Addition of
various iron sources and chelators to the growth
medium inhibited the zagdolin growth. Iron added
into the culture medium as ferrous citrate also
inhibited zagdolin growth. The zagdolin growth was
inhibited by the addition of quinoline. There was no
strain growth in the presence of sodium arsenate,
potassium chloride and cobalt chloride. The
maximum effective concentration of the toxicants
was determined. The growth of other Rhizobium
species was inhibited by sodium arsenate, cobalt
chloride and potassium chloride. Zagdolin can
utilize various organic compounds including
acetate, succinate, pyruvate, ethanol and methanol.
Methodology Colonies of Rhizobium strains were
inoculated into YM broth and incubated at 30°C for
48 hours. After the incubation the concentration of
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bacteria was measured by the colony forming units
(cfu/ml). When the cells reached the exponential
growth phase, they were cultured in a medium with
a defined concentration of the toxicants.
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